
 
 

SHOOTING EXERCISE ONE 
Aperture & Perspective 

 
Depth of Field Aperture Review 
(Exert from: Photography: The Concise Guide, 2nd Edition, Bruce Warren) 
Aperture is a variable opening located near or in the lens, used for controlling the amount of light reaching the film or 
sensor. The numbers used to indicate the size of the aperture are called f-stop numbers or f-numbers. 
 
(Exert from: Fundamentals 1st) 
Aperture controls the intensity or amount of light coming into the lens to expose the film or digital sensor. In other 
words it controls HOW MUCH light enters the camera. 
 
A wider opening allows more light to enter the camera whereas a smaller opening allows less light in. When the value 
of the f-stop decreases by one stop, twice the amount of light is let in to the camera. 
 
In addition to controlling how much light enters the camera, the aperture also control depth of field. You can control 
how much of the scene is in focus from foreground to middle ground to background by the choice of aperture, your 
focus distance, and the focal length of the lens. 
  
Technical Objectives 
1. Shallow Depth of Field (make 25 exposures minimum) 
Make compositions that use shallow depth of field (use apertures ranging from f/4-f/1.8). Use shallow depth of field to 
isolate your main subject matter.  
2. Great Depth of Field (make 25 exposures minimum) 
Make compositions in which you have multiple areas of interest with distance between them. In other words, make a 
composition with a subject of interest in the foreground and a subject of interest in the background. Practice adjusting 
focus between the foreground, background and in between while using small apertures (f11, f16, f22).  
 
Conceptual Objectives 
Where do I point the camera? Where do I stand when taking the picture? These are big decisions to make when 
choosing how to compose a scene. Our camera meters help us determine how much light is needed to make a proper 
exposure, but they do not tell us where to stand and what to include in the scene. Viewpoint and perspective 
dramatically change the composition as well as how a subject matter is interpreted. The majority of people stand 
upright and bring the camera to eye level to photograph. What happens if you change your elevation by kneeling down 
or standing on top of something to photograph? What happens to your subject if you point your camera up or point 
your camera down? Changes in perspective and viewpoint can alter the meaning and visual hierarchy of an image. 
 
Requirements: 

• Make a minimum of 50 exposures 
• Photograph a variety of subject matters, pay attention to perspective! 
• Shoot in RAW, no editing 
• Put images in turn in folder on server. Label folder: Fa18_LastNameFirstName_Aperture 
• Place folder on the server: Groups>Art 218 Intro to Digital>Art 218_TurnIn>1_ShootingExercise_Aperture 
• We will look at one shallow depth of field image and one great depth of field image for critique. Please 

select these images prior to class. 
• WORK MUST BE TURNED IN BEFORE CLASS STARTS 
• DUE: 1/22 

Resources: 
https://www.slrlounge.com/aperture-guide-pt2-shallow-and-deep-depth-of-field/ 
https://petapixel.com/2014/07/09/simple-tip-getting-tack-sharp-focus-landscape-photos-every-time/ 
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/tips-and-solutions/viewpoint-and-perspective-
photographic-composition 
http://erickimphotography.com/blog/2013/10/31/street-photography-composition-lesson-7-perspective/ 
     


